Beat: Sports

Trumps shutdown could affect Super Bowl
Trouble in ATL
Bloomington,MN, 19.01.2019, 17:37 Time
USPA NEWS - Over the past few weeks, the lines have been long at every airport across America due to the government
shutdown President Trump has put in effect. While it doesn’t look like the Democratic Party is gonna entertain Trumps
foolishness, the shutdown will most likely continue past Super Bowl weekend. The NFL has a lot of planning to do coming up
within the next 5 days as the safety of the players and staff could be jeopardized due to under staff post at the airports
throughout the region. We have a key source on the inside that stated, if the air traffic controllers don’t get some type of
payment soon, they would walk out. This means if they act on their threat we could see one of the biggest backups in the
airport system that even canceled or delayed flights has ever seen. The NFL could be forced to bus the players with massive
police escorts from destination to destination.
The Los Angeles Rams are looking to roll into Atlanta with winning the championship on their mind, but they will meet stiff
resistance as Tom Brady and the New England Patriots will be waiting. The question will be can the Rams defense slow down
Tom Brady? If not this could get ugly real quick. The Patriots will also have to play defense as Goff has proven all year he will
make you pay if there’s any type of blown coverage in the secondary. The fans for both teams will have to make travel plans
accordingly as we have seen security lines with people standing for longer than 45 minutes at some locations. We will try to
provide coverage as travelers are getting ready to make the trip to Atlanta to see two of the hottest teams in football battle for
the big daddy of them all. The Super Bowl!!!!!!!! It’s gonna be fun for a lot of the young players making their first trip to the big
dance because they will be overwhelmed and excited about everything taking place leading up to Sunday. Some people are
wondering will the president make a trip to Atlanta in the mist of the biggest government shutdown in US history? We highly
doubt it as he’s cancelled a lot of public appearances lately knowing he will receive a huge backlash from the public.
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